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Editorial 

Another bumper edition this month, helped by having a good number of events to report on, and willing 

members providing reports on them. 

As a result, and yet another treat for you Members, once again a very short Editorial! 

One point I would like to highlight though is that some of you will recall that at the AGM I did state that I would 

stand down from the Newsletter Editor’s role (I’ve given up on calling it the ‘temporary’ editor’s role) at next 

year’s AGM. You’ll be reading this, hopefully, in early September, so can I take this opportunity to point out that 

you have just 6 months to find a replacement! I haven’t been swamped by volunteers, so I can only assume 

you’ve been fighting amongst yourselves to win the privilege of taking on this vital role ………………  

Roger D 

Bodiam and Brands Hatch VSCC shows 

It's been a busy year for 'last minute' events. A few of us decided to try the Senlac Car Show in Bodiam after a 

few years' absence by NKLG. This event is traditionally held on Father's Day, which might be a disincentive for 

some and an incentive for others. In the event, we put on a respectable display of six cars thanks to Jon and 

Michelle L, Michael M and Michael T for joining Chrissie and me. 

Lotus representation was boosted by the presence of an Eleven and a Mark 1 and Mark 2 Cortina elsewhere in 

the crowd. There were plenty of classics on display and there was a good adjacent market and autojumble but 

the new, larger site for the event is about two miles from Bodiam and, while there was always the theoretical 

option to wander across the road to look round Bodiam Castle or even catch the steam train to Tenterden as an 

added bonus, a two mile walk along a busy road was a step too far. The consensus was that, while it was a good 

day, we probably won't be back. 

More recently, buoyed by an excellent day out at the Historic Master in May, we returned to Brands on 24th 

August for the VSCC's 85th anniversary meeting. The response from NKLG members was excellent with twelve 

cars plus two guests who asked to join us. Together with Jon L's flag and bunting raising efforts and our prime 

location close to the Kentagon, we made enough of an impression to get a mention from the race 

commentators and received a lot of visitors. 

It was interesting to see competition cars from the days before ABS, power steering and even brakes and 

suspension up close in the paddock and on the track although a lot of the schedule was taken up with sprints 

and race practice and the race programme didn't start until 2.45pm and a day out at Brands is always enjoyable 

and there was a general view that, if VSCC return next year, we may well do too.  

Roger R 

Photos on page 4
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Biggin Hill Festival of Flight Car Show 

A picture paints a thousand words. We were there! 

In the knowledge that other members of the Group wish to attend the event again next year I shall refrain 

from elaborating too much further on the event, so as not to jeopardise their chances of being welcomed 

back. 

Getting into the event was a little slow, the Organisers were only allowing 10 cars into the display area at a 

time, which obviously resulted in much queuing and overheating. On entering the airfield, we were required to 

switch on our hazard lights whilst the engine was running (as distinct from when we were moving, which we 

weren’t doing very much of) and I am indebted to the Organisers for enabling me to make an important 

discovery at this point.  

These lights are so named, in the case of an aging Series 1 Elise anyway, because the ‘hazard’ of using them is 

that they will immediately flatten the battery, so if you are in stationary traffic (as we were) and you choose to 

switch off the engine (as I did) you will then have no means of restarting when the queue does eventually 

move on. 

It was interesting to note that the Organisers documentation indicated that some visitors had been 

discourteous to them at last year’s event, and that such behaviour would not be tolerated. On leaving it 

became apparent that this policy appears to be applicable one way only, my experience being that the 

Organisers could be as threatening and unpleasant to their guests as they wished. 

On behalf of the Members who attended, my thanks to Michelle and Jon for organising the Group’s 

participation, I am aware that in this instance that involved a lot of emails and phone calls to get everything in 

place.    

Roger D 
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Bexhill 100 

Yet another glorious day unlike some years, with an enthusiastic turn out of NKLG members meeting on the 

west Promenade at the appointed 8am. Unfortunately, the Sovereign Light Café was still closed at that time of 

day, so the eagerly anticipated Bacon rolls and coffee had to be delayed. The assembled NKLG display team 

decided to enter the showground early in an impressive looking convoy. Unlike the reported problems at Biggin 

Hill, our entry to the ground was all very easy and welcoming (no “officious Marshals” or hazard lights 

necessary). The Team consisted of most of the usual NKLG enthusiasts with a good cross section of Loti including 

baby Elans, M100’s, Elise’s both S1 and 2, Europa type 74, Esprit V8 and even an Evora.  

As we had NOT pre-booked, I had anticipated that we would be unlikely to be able to park in a prominent 

position but the parking marshal, seeing how many cars in our convoy declared “I will let you sort yourselves out 

as you seem to know what you want to do” and with that we proceeded to commandeer a prime corner 

position, erect the Gazebo and fly the flags etc. ( squatters rights! ).  So, yet again our boldness of intent and an 

early start paid dividends. 

Prior to the general public gaining entry, the various side stalls were, as usual, thoroughly searched by Roger R 

for Lotus memorabilia / collectables but he found nothing of interest or anything he had not already bought.  

However, I purchased a new “Classic Team Lotus” approved Lotus 72D model in JPS (black and gold) as driven in 

1972 by Emerson Fittipaldi for £5 which I previously had seen being offered for sale at the Hethel 70th 

anniversary celebrations in September 2018. I suspect the Lotus 72 could be a suitable subject for a future 

newsletter article if newsletter contributions are rather thin on the ground! 

The show attracted an impressive collection of vehicles, 

motor bikes and even pedal cycles. One of the oldest car 

entries on show, according to the programme, was a 1924 

Wolseley 10 car closely followed by examples of Rover, Riley 

and Morris cars of late 1920/30’s and the first of the pre-war 

sports car on show, a 1932 MG M type, possibly the “Lotus” 

of its era! 

The program also revealed that some owners had several 

cars on display, in one instance a local exhibitor had a Morris 

Mini Minor, Austin Mini, a Maxi plus a Jaguar XJ6, obviously a 

real car enthusiast. NKLG just needs Jon and Michelle to add 

to their collection and bring them all to Bexhill next year!  

Vaughn R 

More Photos on page 4 
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Car Show Photos 
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2019 Events 

Date Event 

September Sat 7th Brands Hatch 

Sun 8th Kent Classic Car Show, Aylesbury 

Sun 8th Edenbridge Car Show 

13 to 15th Goodwood Revival 

November TBA Quiz Night 

Sat 30th Christmas meal Hadlow Manor Hotel.  

  

TBA: 

All the ‘TBA’s’ are being rolled-over to next year’s programme, so it’s looking like a good year already! 

Meetings: 2nd Wednesday, The Moody Mare, Seven Mile Lane, ME18 5QY 

Web Site: www.NorthkentLotusgroup.org 


